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A comparison is made between pure inorganic and hybrid organic/inorganic silica sol-gel systems, at
different stages of evolution, using the information provided by the fluorescent probe 1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)-
dodecane. The initial sols were prepared using tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as precursor, with acid
catalysis, at initial pH 1.2 and 2.5. The hybrid systems were prepared by incorporating a low molecular
weight polymer in the initial mixtures (polytetrahydrofuran, Mw ) 2000), in 1:100 molar ratio to TEOS.
The evolution of the systems was followed by fluorescence spectra of the probe, incorporated in a very low
concentration (∼10-7 M). It has been shown that while in the pure silica systems the probe molecules are
encapsulated in the primary silica particles as they form, in the hybrid systems most probes remain in
the vicinity of the polymer, which has a strong hydrophobic character. The fluorescence decay curves of
aged gels confirm that the initial pH mainly influences the dimensions of the primary silica particles that
are much smaller at pH 1.2 than at pH 2.5. The role of oxygen as a fluorescence quencher has been
analyzed, by comparing oxygen-free and air-equilibrated samples. The probe is accessible to oxygen
throughout the sol-gel process for both systems at initial pH 2.5, while at pH 1.2 this is only true for the
hybrid system.

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, hybrid organic/inorganic materi-
als prepared by the sol-gel process have been the subject
of a large number of papers.1,2 Two different approaches
may be recognized:

(i) A more fundamental one, which consists on doping
sol-gel systems with organic molecules that act as probes,
aiming to gain a better insight of the structural changes
along the sol-gel process.3,4 These studies led also to a
better understanding of the host-guest interactions at
molecular level and clarified the influence of the sol-gel
evolution on the probe’s entrapment, photophysical prop-
erties, and aggregation processes. 5-9

(ii) An applied one, which consists on the synthesis of
hybrid materials, by incorporation of organic monomers
or polymers in the initial sols, to develop innovating
properties for a wide range of applications.10-12 Some of
these are already in current use, even before the funda-
mental processes are completely understood.

Our previous work may be included within the first
approach. We have used different pyrene-labeled probes
to obtain information on the structural evolution with

time of purely inorganic sol-gel systems, using TEOS as
precursor and with acid catalysis.13,14 Recently, we have
studied the aggregation process of the probe 1,12-bis(1-
pyrenyl)dodecane (Py-(CH2)12-Py) in the same systems,
in the absence of oxygen.15

This is a very convenient probe, because, being hydro-
phobic, it is not soluble in the water/ethanol solvent,
remaining mostly entrapped in the silica particles as they
form. Not less important, it may form intramolecular
ground-state dimers and excimers when in very low
concentrations (≈10-7 M), by chain cyclization.

We have shown that this probe is very sensitive to the
pH of the initial recipe, which in turn is a determinant
parameter of the structure and size of the silica primary
particles.14 This must be a consequence of encapsulation
of the probe molecules in the first forming silica particles.
At pH 1.2, intramolecular pyrene dimers and two excimer-
like bands (E1 and E2) were observed, whereas many fewer
dimers and only the sandwich excimer (E2) were detected
at pH 2.5.

Decay curves of the degassed aged gels showed that
none of the excimers has a rise time at pH 1.2, but a rise
time around 8 ns was observed at pH 2.5. This sensitivity
to the initial pH showed that the probe molecules are in
fact encapsulated in the primary silica particles. At pH
1.2, below the isoelectrical point of silica, the primary
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silica particles are small (of the order of 10 Å), inducing
the formation of intramolecular pyrene aggregates.15

A smaller probe, 1,3-bis(1-pyrenyl)propane, has recently
been used within sol-gel materials derived from tetra-
methyl orthosilicate (TMOS).7 Because of the high flex-
ibility of this probe in the sol and fresh gel, it forms
intramolecular excimers, but throughout the aging process
this flexibility becomes more restricted and the formation
of excimers slows down. No ground-state dimers were
observed at any stage of the process, as this probe is too
small to suffer from constrictions imposed by the forming
silica particles.

It is the aim of the present work to compare the behavior
of the fluorescent probe 1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)dodecane in
pure silica systems and in hybrid organic-inorganic
systems. For this purpose, polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF)
of low molecular weight (Mw ) 2000) was added to the
initial sols prepared using TEOS as precursor, at different
pH values. Fluorescence spectra of the probe as a function
of time for pure inorganic and hybrid systems were
compared, as well as the decay curves of the corresponding
aged gels. The parallel study of oxygen-free samples and
samples in equilibrium with air enabled us to analyze the
role of oxygen as a fluorescence quencher in the different
media, as well as to complement the results concerning
the location of the probes and the silica particles’ size.

2. Experimental Part
Sample Preparation. TEOS (99%) was purchased from Alfa

Products and spectroscopic grade ethanol from Merck. Deionized
water was used to assist hydrolysis and HCl p.a., from Merck,
was used as catalyst. Polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) with Mw )
2000 was supplied by Aldrich, and the pyrene-labeled alkyl chain
Py-(CH2)12-Py (1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)dodecane) was kindly sup-
plied by Professor Richard Weiss, of Georgetown University.

A 1.02 × 10-6 M solution of the probe in ethanol was prepared
in advance.

Two starting solutions for the pure inorganic systems were
prepared following the procedure detailed elsewhere,15 with molar
ratios of TEOS:H2O:C2H5OH equal to 1:4:1 and pH respectively
1.2 and 2.5. The probe concentration in all the mixtures was 1.9
× 10-7 M.

The same compositions were used for the hybrid starting
solutions, but 1% of PTHF (molar, relative to TEOS) was added.

Gelation Process. Each starting solution was divided into
two parts, one of them kept in a partially covered cell, where it
was allowed to age and gel, and the other deaerated by the usual
pump-freeze-thaw method repeated several times. The cell was
then sealed, to age under vacuum.

The gel points were determined by the loss of fluidity of the
samples and are summarized in Table 1. They depend on pH, the
presence of PTHF and whether the samples were sealed or open.

The polymer is responsible for higher tg values and the
evaporation of the solvent (in air equilibrated cells) for shorter
tg in corresponding samples.

To compare the evolution of the various systems, taking into
account the different gelation times, a dimensionless time scale
was used, obtained in each case by dividing the aging time (t)
by the respective gel time (tg).

Fluorescence spectra were obtained twice a day for all the
samples, until long after visual detection of the gel point. The
spectra were recorded at room temperature, with a Spex Fluorolog
112 fluorimeter, using as excitation wavelengths 345 and 360
nm (for which the molar absorption coefficient of pyrene monomer
is respectively high and very low).

The decay curves were obtained by the single-photon timing
technique, with picosecond laser excitation, at excitation wave-
length 330 nm. Details of the system are given elsewhere.15 Decay
analysis was performed with the Globals Unlimited software
package from the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana, IL, as well as with a homemade
nonlinear least-squares minimization program based on the
Marquardt algorithm. Several time ranges were used in order
to obtain reliable values of all lifetimes.

3. Results and Discussion
The fluorescence spectra obtained soon after prepara-

tion, at tg and at 1.7tg for the hybrid and nonhybrid oxygen-
free samples were normalized to unity at 376 nm and are
compared in Figures 1 (pH 2.5) and 2 (pH 1.2).

At initial pH 2.5, the spectra obtained by excitation at
345 nm (which corresponds to a high molar absorption
coefficient of the pyrene monomer) are composed of two
typical emissions: the pyrene-structured monomer band
in the 370-410 nm region and a broad band centered at
470 nm, due to the excimer (E2) emission (see Figure 1).
The spectra obtained by excitation at 360 nm, where
pyrene monomer absorption is very low, allow the
identification of a small amount of intramolecular pyrene
dimers in both systems. Indeed, a strong band appears at
∼403 nm, from the beginning of the sol-gel process, which
was already assigned to a dimer formed upon adsorption
of pyrene on silica gel surfaces.5,16 However, this band is
enhanced by the superposition of a peak due to the Raman
scattering of the solvent (corresponding to the O-H
stretching modes of water/ethanol mixture). The hybrid
system shows an additional emission around 420 nm,
which can only be due to an intramolecular pyrene dimer
formed by the probes entrapped in the polymer.

The relative intensity of the excimer band is higher for
the pure silica systems suggesting that, in the hybrid one,
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Table 1. Gel Times for the Hybrid and Nonhybrid
Systems

sample initial pH tg/days

Nonhybrid
O2 free 1.2 16

2.5 13
air equilibrated 1.2 8

2.5 11

Hybrid
O2 free 1.2 19

2.5 21
air equilibrated 1.2 11

2.5 19

Figure1. Fluorescencespectra of theprobe1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)-
dodecane, incorporated in nonhybrid (NH) and hybrid (H)
oxygen-free samples, at initial pH 2.5. The spectra are normal-
ized to 1 at 376 nm (monomer emission) and were obtained for
two excitation wavelengths (345 and 360 nm) at different
reduced times: first day (- - -); tg (s); 1.7tg (‚‚‚).
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a large part of the probes is retained by the polymer chain,
forming excimers with lower efficiency.

At pH 1.2 (Figure 2), there are important differences
between the hybrid and nonhybrid systems. By excitation
at 345 nm, the spectra of the pure silica system show, in
the region of the monomer emission, a new band at 383
nm and a shoulder around 402 nm, from the beginning
of the sol-gel process. They were attributed to the emission
of ground-state dimers,15 whose relative amount increases
with time. In the hybrid system, their contribution is
relatively small throughout the process. Similar pyrene
dimer bands were also observed in time-resolved fluo-
rescence spectra of pyrene doped in silica glasses5,16 and
in Langmuir-Blodgett films.17

By excitation at 360 nm, the predominant emission in
the region 380-430 nm is from dimers formed in the
ground state, even for the hybrid system. As stated before,
in the 400-410 nm region we cannot exclude some
contribution from the Raman scattering of the solvent.
The dimers are formed in both systems since the early
stages of evolution. The excimer band E2, with a maximum
at 470 nm, shows a growing shoulder with time around
425 nm (observed in both systems), which corresponds to
the overlap of a dimer emission with another excimer-
like band, E1.5,15 After the gel point, the spectra only show
relatively small changes, suggesting that, once the silica
network is formed, the probe’s environment remains
practically constant.

A quantitative analysis can be made using the fluo-
rescence intensity ratio (I470/I376) of the excimer (λ ) 470
nm) to the monomer (λ ) 376 nm). By excitation of the
pure silica systems at 345 nm, this ratio is slightly higher
at pH 1.2, which is explained by the formation of a larger
amount of intramolecular pyrene dimers at this pH that
absorb a small fraction of excitation light and convert
efficiently to excimers. This effect has already been
interpreted in terms of the constraints imposed by the
smaller dimensions of the primary silica particles formed
at pH 1.2,14 where the probes are encapsulated. For the
hybrid systems, these ratios are identical at both pH
values, which means that they are not determined by the
emission of probes in the silica particles but rather by the
significant amount of probes entrapped in the polymer.
However, this ratio does not take into account the

differences in the excimer formation pathways that are
clarified by the analysis of the decay curves.

At 360 nm, a larger number of ground-state pyrene
dimers are excited and the above-mentioned effects are
enhanced: the I470/I376 ratio changes from ∼17 (at pH 1.2)
to ∼2 (at pH 2.5), for pure silica systems. For the hybrid
gels, irrespective of the changes in the fluorescence spectra,
this intensity ratio changes only slightly with initial pH
(from ∼1 at pH 2.5 to ∼2 at pH 1.2) and is closer to the
value obtained for the silica system at pH 2.5.

To complement the information from fluorescence
spectra, decay curve measurements were made of deaer-
ated hybrid and nonhybrid gels aged for 5 months in closed
cells. The decays are expected to be complex due to
microheterogeneity of the medium and the presence of
several pyrene ground state and excited species. Never-
theless, the decays were fitted by a sum of exponentials
that describe the average lifetimes of isolated species and,
in an approximate way, the multieqilibria between the
others.

Figure 3 shows the excimer decay curves by excitation
at 330 nm, at initial pH 2.5, for both hybrid and nonhybrid
gels.

The nonhybrid gel shows an initial rise-time component
of 8.9 ns and two other decay components of 33 and 54 ns.
The rise time indicates that the excimer is formed

(17) Yamazaki, I.; Tamai, N.; Yamazaki, T. J. Phys. Chem. 1987, 91,
3572.

Figure2. Fluorescencespectraof theprobe1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)-
dodecane, incorporated in nonhybrid (NH) and hybrid (H)
oxygen-free samples, at initial pH 1.2. The spectra are normal-
ized to 1 at 376 nm (monomer emission) and were obtained for
two excitation wavelengths (345 and 360 nm) at different
reduced times: first day (- - -); tg (s); 1.7tg (‚‚‚).

Figure 3. Decay curves (recovered at 520 nm) of hybrid and
nonhybrid gels aged for 5 months. Initial pH of the mixture 2.5.
For the hybrid gel: a1 ) 0.08, τ1 ) 2.5 ns; a2 ) -0.21, τ2 ) 17.4
ns; a3 ) 0.23, τ3 ) 57 ns (ø2 ) 1.1). For the nonhybrid gel: a1
) -1.47, τ1 ) 8.9 ns; a2 ) 1.17, τ2 ) 54 ns; a3 ) 0.48, τ3 ) 33
ns (ø2 ) 1.1).

Figure 4. Decay curves (recovered at 520 nm) of hybrid and
nonhybrid gels aged for 5 months. Initial pH of the mixture 1.2.
For the hybrid gel: a1 ) -0.80, τ1 ) 0.43 ns; a2 ) 0.30, τ2 ) 3.6
ns; a3 ) -0.040, τ3 ) 11 ns; a4 ) 0.06, τ4 ) 48 ns (ø2 ) 1.2); Inset:
time span of the initial decay. For the nonhybrid gel: a1 ) 8.98,
τ1 ) 3.6 ns; a2 ) 0.47, τ2 ) 28 ns; a3 ) 0.25, τ3 ) 51 ns (fixed
from the value with a longer time range) (ø2 ) 1.2).
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essentially by a dynamic process, on encounter of an
excited pyrene at one end of the chain with the one at the
other end. This result is in agreement with a small amount
of dimers observed in the fluorescence spectra (see Figure
1). Nevertheless, as the decay cannot be described by a
difference of two exponentials, and the sum of the
preexponential factors is different from zero, some exci-
mers must be populated from excited dimers.

The corresponding decay of the hybrid system shows
an initial decay component of 2.5 ns, a rise-time component
of 17.4 ns, and a longer decay of about 57 ns.

The presence of the small initial decay (τ ) 2.5 ns) shows
that a fraction of excimers is formed by a static process.
The static population of the excimer probably occurs via
the excited dimers entrapped in the polymer (emitting at
420 nm) that decay very rapidly (within the time resolution
of the equipment) to the excimer. The differences observed
in the rise-time components for the hybrid and nonhybrid
systems (17.4 and 8.9 ns, respectively) confirm that the
probes incorporated in the polymer form excimers by a
less efficient process.

The excimer decay curves (λ ) 520 nm) for both hybrid
and nonhybrid systems obtained at pH 1.2 are shown in
Figure 4.

The decay of the nonhybrid system does not display
any rise-time component within the time resolution of the
equipment (∼10 ps), proving that the static excimers are
formed within some picoseconds from directly excited
dimers.16 The appearance of two rise-time components
(0.43 and 11.1 ns) for the hybrid system shows that the
excimers are formed by different pathways: either from
excited pyrene monomers or even from dimers by a relative
rotation of the two pyrene moieties.18 As the probes within
the primary particles form only static excimers at this
pH, we conclude that the dynamic excimers are formed
from the probes entrapped in the organic polymer. The
other decay components reflect, as already noted for pH
2.5, the presence of several ground state and excited
species with possible equilibria between them.

The monomer decay curves (recovered at 376 nm) at
both pH values for the hybrid and nonhybrid systems can
only be fitted by four exponentials with positive preex-
ponential factors. Table 2 summarizes the results of the
decay curve fittings for the pure silica and hybrid aged
gels at both pH values.

Some of the components have decay times similar to
those recovered from the corresponding excimer decays,
while others do not. The common components should
reflect the multiequilibria between species while the others
are due to the emission of isolated species in different
environments. Nevertheless, all the decays show a long
component (τ > 260 ns) that was attributed to isolated
pyrene monomers.19

Figure 5 shows the evolution with reduced time of the
excimer to monomer fluorescence intensities ratio (I470/
I376), for the hybrid and nonhybrid systems, at initial pH
1.2, by excitation at 345 nm. For oxygen-free samples (solid
symbols), the I470/I376 ratio remains practically constant
with time, reflecting the small changes observed in the
fluorescence spectra. However, this ratio is much higher
in the pure silica system (squares): ∼4 compared to ∼1.5
in the hybrid system (circles). In the presence of oxygen
(open symbols), this ratio is lower for both systems,
showing that there is an oxygen-quenching effect. In the
recently prepared sols, the quenching is approximately
the same for the hybrid and nonhybrid systems: (IE/IM)-
(O2 free)/(IE/IM) (with O2) ≈ 1.8.

In the pure silica system, the oxygen quenching
continuously decreases with time, showing that the probe
becomes protected from oxygen during gelation. For hybrid
systems, the quenching remains constant until the gel
point (t/tg ) 1), increasing only slightly afterward. This
behavior indicates that in the hybrid system, the large
fraction of probes retained in the polymer is accessible to
oxygen throughout the process, while those inside the
small silica particles are becoming successively more
protected.

The corresponding ratios obtained at initial pH 2.5
(Figure 6) are almost constant with time, whether the
system is hybrid or not.

This shows that the structure of the gel is more
permeable to oxygen diffusion for samples prepared at
this pH value, confirming a more open structure (or at

(18) Lehrer, S. S. Methods Enzymol. 1997, 278, 286.
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Chem. 1984, 62, 1279.

Table 2. Parameters of the Decay Curve Analysis of Hybrid and Nonhybrid Aged Gels: ai, Pre-exponential Factors; τi,
Lifetimes

pH a1 τ1/ns a2 τ2/ns a3 τ3/ns a4 τ4/ns ø2

Hybrid
excimer 1.2 -0.04 11.1 0.30 3.6 0.06 48 -0.80 0.43 1.2
monomer 1.2 0.04 13 0.08 2.2 0.009 45 0.002 300 1.1
excimer 2.5 -0.21 17.4 0.08 2.5 0.23 57 1.1
monomer 2.5 0.04 16 0.04 3.1 0.06 44 0.02 299 1.2

Nonhybrid
excimer 1.2 8.98 3.6 0.47 28 0.25 51 1.2
monomer 1.2 0.07 2.8 0.04 10.3 0.012 54 0.004 296 1.1
excimer 2.5 -1.47 8.9 0.48 33 1.17 54 1.1
monomer 2.5 0.69 7.7 0.06 33 0.39 1.21 0.04 262 1.4

Figure 5. Excimer to monomer fluorescence intensity ratios
(I470/I376) obtained from excitation at 345 nm, as a function of
reduced time (t/tg), for the different systems prepared at initial
pH 1.2: nonhybrid, O2 free (9); nonhybrid, air equilibrated (0);
hybrid, O2 free (b); hybrid, air equilibrated (O).
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least with larger apertures in which the oxygen molecule
can penetrate). The polymer does not influence oxygen
diffusion, in agreement with the results at pH 1.2. It has
been shown before that O2 quenching of pyrene in TMOS
acid-catalyzed xerogels is essentially complete after long
enough time to allow oxygen diffusion.20 Therefore, pyrene
should be adsorbed at the pore surface to allow the total

accessibility of oxygen. The conjugation of these results
with our observations indicates that pyrene migrates from
the bulk to the pore surface during the formation of the
xerogel as suggested before by Joshua Samuel et al.20

4. Conclusions

The fluorescence of 1,12-bis(1-pyrenyl)dodecane intro-
duced in a very low concentration (10-7 M) in inorganic/
organic sol-gel systems, prepared using TEOS and PTHF
as precursors, shows that the probe is distributed between
the silica network and the polymer. Fluorescence spectra
and decay curves of the aged gels indicate that the silica
network is more open, formed of larger primary particles,
at pH 2.5. The oxygen quenching measurements confirm
these results and show that the probe in the silica network
is encapsulated within the primary particles of the gel
structure. Due to the structural differences, however, the
accessibility of oxygen to the probe in aged gels is allowed
at pH 2.5 but not at pH 1.2. When in the polymer, the
probe remains accessible to oxygen throughout the aging
process of the gel.
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Figure 6. Excimer to monomer fluorescence intensity ratios
(I470/I376) obtained from excitation at 345 nm, as a function of
reduced time (t/tg), for the different systems prepared at initial
pH 2.5: nonhybrid, O2 free (9); nonhybrid, with oxygen (0);
hybrid, O2 free (b); hybrid, air equilibrated (O).
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